Human rights
in prison

FARAPEJ

A federation of
Prison and
Justice NGOs in
France

STEP - SUPPORTING DISTANCE
TRAINING AND EDUCATION IN PRISON

Dignity of incarcerated
people
towards an inclusive
prison

How and where
FARAPEJ works

Network of 40 NGOs deployed in 150 prisons

Providing activities in prisons
artistic and cultural activities
distance learning courses

MRS logo

Linking prisons and society
Visit and mail incarcerated people
Help families and loved ones visiting people in prison
Lead children visiting there father and mother in prison
provide legal advise to incarcerated people and there families

Helping for social integration after prison
Host and coach for a succesfull social integration after prison

Van Gogh

OBSERVATION FOCUS POINT
Caen penitenciary center in Normandy where eLearning is practiced in collaboration
with Caen Normandy University

OBSERVATION PURPOSE

FARAPEJ INSIDE
THE STEP
PROJECT

Understand technical solution used at Caen
Analyze interactions between students and teachers
Observe study and teaching conditions in the prison
Identify take aways and best practices

COACH AND SUSTAIN
Coach Auxilia which provides 65% of distance learning in prison moving from paper to
elearning

AUXILIA
NGO providing 65% of distance learning in prison
Focused on basic learnings and education upgrade
Uses traditional paper format but wishes moving to eLearning

UNIVERSITY
just starting in providing eLearning solutions
Provides same learning content as those of students prevented from university
Humain organisation balances the lack of internet in detention

NATIONAL EDUCATION
Takes advantage of the installation of an intranet in prison
Uses the same LMS plateforme as outside the prison
Students can access the courses from both classrooms and cells trough intranet

KEY
eLEARNING
PLAIYERS IN
FRENCH
PRISONS

COMMITED PLAYERS
Efficient collaboration between prison administration, university of Caen Normandy,
Normandy region National Education and NGOs
Commited teachers and an university NGO provide a significant support to the sudents in
prison

LEARNING DIVERSIFICATION
Students in prison can benefit from the same catalogue and content as students prevented from the
university of Caen

DIFFICULT TO MANAGE THE LACK OF INTERNET
Significant humaIn resources are deployed to compensate for the ban on an internet; the purpose is to
synchronize manually both LMS platforms in detention and at the university. This effort will be difficult
to sustain.
The synchronization is done every 2 weeks. During the COVID period, it was not done because nobody
from university could access the prison; therefore students lost several months of study and many got
dispirited.

NEED ACCESS TO LEANINGS IN CELL
The poor availability of the computer room in this prison is not compatible with higher education
programs. The LMS plateform shall be accessible from a PC in cell

OBSERVATION
AT CAEN
DETENTION
CENTER :
TAKE AWAYS

